By Dale Karch & Todd Smith

Getting Adults Shooting
H

ello, welcome to (insert your
store’s name here), how can I
help you?”
“Yeah Hi. I’m looking for a longbow or recurve, what do you have?”
How you answer that question
could have a tremendous impact on
your bottom line this year. Longbow
and recurve shooting, or traditional
archery if you prefer, is on the rise.
Where do we look to substantiate
these claims? We turn to the obvious
indicators, like the media. Take a look
in archery magazines. You’re seeing
more and more traditional articles in
the editorial line-ups. Take this magazine for instance. Thanks to Tim Dehn
and his foresight, the Traditional Talk
column you’re reading now is in every
issue. On the retail side, Bowhunter
Magazine not only publishes traditional articles regularly, four years ago
they started adding two special longbow and recurve issues each year with
a special “traditional only” section
called “The Stickbow”. Longevity coupled with increases in media coverage
is a strong indicator that it’s growing.
There’s
Traditional
Bowhunter
Magazine, Primitive Archer, and the
Bowyer’s Journal, all successful magazines that deal exclusively with traditional archery. Talk to any of them,
they see it; traditional archery is in the
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midst of another
growth spurt.
What about television? For about a year
now, most bowhunting TV shows have
been adding traditional hunts to the mix. To
name a few, Easton’s
Bowhunting with Fred
Eichler, Bowhunter
Magazine TV, The Best
and Worst of Tred
Barta on Versus TV,
E a s t m a n s ’
Bowhunting Journal,
and Outdoors with
Archer Ed, all feature
traditional bowhunting. Even full-length
feature movies have
been
fueling
a
renewed interest in
“old fashioned bows Once you’ve shown the first-time shooter the basics, step
and arrows”. The Lord away and let them learn by shooting. Check in on them later
of the Rings, King to help them correct any shooting flaws.
Arthur,
The
Last
Samurai, even The Weatherman with hunting.
Nicholas Cage had quite a bit of
How do you think this answer
recurve shooting in it. This high pro- sounds?
file exposure has been creating a
“Sure, we have quite a selection of
desire in many adults in mainstream traditional equipment. Why don’t you
America to try shooting a longbow or follow me over here to our recurve rack
recurve for “fun” or even for serious and see if anything catches your eye?”

3RiversArchery

WORLD’S LARGEST TRADITIONAL/
PRIMITIVE ARCHERY SUPPLIER

Welcome to the profitable world of traditional/primitive archery. As your best source for traditional archery
supplies, we offer thousands of top quality, in stock, ready to ship products. We will help you determine
which products meet your needs and will help you succeed. Orders normally ship within 24 hours.
For your FREE dealer packet, please contact us at: 260.587.9501 or visit us on-line at:
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3RiversArchery.com

Bows are the heart and soul of the
traditional
archery
experience.
Whether it’s the familiar lines of a simple bow remembered from a summer
camp long ago or fond memories of
happy days spent shooting with
grandpa on the farm as a child, longbows and recurves have an unexplainable universal appeal.
For those new to traditional

archery, recurves are much more popular than longbows. If you’re looking
to grow your inventory slowly, start
with recurves and keep a good selection of them on hand. These customers are normally motivated and
ready to walk out the door with their
new bow and arrow set-up. If they
can’t pick it up, feel it, and shoot it,
they’re not likely to “stop back later”.
So be ready for them. Have some
shop bows in weights of 30 to 55
pounds for them to try out. Your shop
bows don’t need to be your top of the
line models, but make sure you offer
to allow customers to shoot any bow
you have in-house. It’s often the actual shooting that makes the sale.
Recurve bows are available in
ranges from nice entry level bows like
the Cartel target style bow and the
Deer Master from Greatree to nice factory bows like the “Hunter” recurve
BELOW LEFT: Many first time recurve
shooters want the convenience of a takedown bow. The Deer Master, from
Greatree delivers that storage and carrying convenience and is priced right to boot.
BELOW RIGHT: For adults interested more
in field and target archery than bowhunting, the Cartel takedown recurve is an
excellent choice.

ABOVE LEFT: The “Grizzly” recurve from
Bear Archery is steeped in the tradition of
Fred Bear and is a good value for the newcomer to traditional archery.
ABOVE RIGHT: The “Hunter” recurve from
Martin Archery has been around for over
30 years. Tried and true, you can feel confident recommending this bow to anyone.

from Martin Archery and the “Grizzly”
from Bear Archery, to the more highend offerings like the DAS Kinetic
“Dalaa”. It’s interesting to note too
that now you can often find custom
bows with excellent craftsmanship
that you’ll be able to offer at prices not
much more than standard factory
bows. As your traditional bows sell,
consider the addition of a custom line
or two.
We find that 10 percent of bow
sales are for left handed archers so
keep a limited supply of bows on hand
for them as well.
If they’re beginners, the first crucial piece of information you’ll need is
their dominant eye. If their right eye is
dominant encourage them to shoot
right handed. They don’t have to, but
it’ll be easier for them if they do. We all
have a dominant eye. To determine
their dominant eye, have them stand
face-on to a wall ten to fifteen feet
away and with both eyes open, point
at a spot on the wall. Something
small, like a clock on the wall or a
doorknob. While pointing, have them
close their left eye. Is their finger on
the spot? If so, they’re “right eye dominant” and should shoot right-handed
if they can. If when they close their left
eye their finger is not on the spot, have
them open their left eye and close
their right. If the finger is now on the
spot, they are left eye dominant and
should shoot left handed if possible.
Next, determine their draw
length. Keep a lightweight bow, like
about 25 pound draw, on hand for
checking draw lengths. One that can
be drawn by left as well as right-handed shooters is best. Have them draw a
pre-marked arrow to their anchor
point (you may have to help them figure that out too!) and see where they
end up. Have them draw the bow
three times and check to see if they’re
drawing to the same spot each time.
On the light bow you should get a very
close measurement of where they’ll
end up. To play it safe you can add a
little to that measurement for the
increase that will probably happen
when they develop their bow-pulling
muscles. What do you use for a measuring arrow? For years we used a
fiberglass fish arrow we marked ourselves from 20 to 33 inches in ¼ inch
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increments. Now we have nice Easton
draw length indicator arrows. With
these handy arrows, we can measure a
customer’s draw length on any bow in
stock. Note: If you have a bow scale in
your shop, you can use these arrows to
measure the bow’s actual weight at
their specific draw length as well.
Remember traditional bows are measured and marked on the bow at 28
inches by the manufacturer, but your
shooter may have a longer or shorter
draw than that so measuring the
actual weight of the bow at their draw
is very helpful.
The fit of the grip to the archer is
also crucial. It’s worth the extra effort
to have your customers try out several
bows to see which grip fits them best.
Once they’re comfortable with a specific bow, it’s time to figure out what
weight they’re comfortable with.
Your customers may not know
that longbows and recurves don’t have
a break-over point or a let-off. They
may not understand that a traditional
bow does not have to be manufactured for a specific draw length for
them. You’ll have to enlighten them.

You already know their draw length.
Knowing that and the fact that most
traditional bows gain approximately
2-3 pounds per inch you’ll be able to
select a bow very close to what they
can handle at first try. For instance, if
you have a young woman in your
store who draws a bow marked 40# @
28” to only 25 inches, that bow should
weigh approx. 31 pounds to 34
pounds. If she’s of medium strength
and build, she should be able to handle this bow easily.
For instance, most men of average size and build can handle a starter
bow of 45 pounds to 55 pounds. Most
women of average size and build can
handle a 30 to 40 pound bow.
Remember, that’s average size and
build. When you have them in the
shop, you’ll use this as a starting point.
Start on the low side. It’s discouraging
for a newcomer to be handed a bow
they can’t pull back. It’s much better
to hand them a bow they can pull easily and let them ask for a heavier bow
than to have them be forced to move
down in weight because they just can’t
handle it.
Before they start shooting go over
basic form with them. Put an armguard on them and offer a glove or tab.
Getting used to finger protection can
be very distracting when first trying
out a bow. As far as the gloves and
tabs go, they’ll have to choose one or
the other so now’s the time to decide
which they prefer. Our best sellers
these days in gloves are the regular
full-palm deerskin gloves and the
“Dura-Glove”, which is the same style
glove with Cordura on the tips. For
Many
adults when
first starting
don’t like
the feel of
gloves or
tabs; the NoGlove alternative is an
easy fix.
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Simple shooting gloves like this deerskin
glove from the Berlin Glove Company are
top sellers to all traditional shooters. For
shooters who need a little more finger protection, the Dura-Glove shown below is
the way to go.

tabs, the inexpensive “Can’t Pinch”
style in either leather or calfskin, and
the new Cordovan tab from Black
Widow, are selling best The Black
Widow tab is actually available in both
a split finger and a 3-fingers under
version.
Since we’re discussing finger protection, we have to mention the “NoGlove”. If your customers aren’t predisposed to think of the No-Gloves as
a youth item, they may be very pleasantly surprised. We sell hundreds of
sets to adults for recreational shooting
and bowfishing as well. If you notice a
customer having a difficult time with
both gloves and tabs, the No-Glove is
the answer.
Which armguard should you recommend? Armguards are available in
so many configurations that you’ll just
have to present some and let your
customers choose. Armguards don’t

Everyone should have arm protection,
especially new shooters. This Bullguard
Antler armguard is easy-on, and easy-off,
and offers two color choices.

require any skill to use, so the choice is
made based on the attachment system, the looks, or both. For that reason, we offer over 15 styles and they all
sell well. It’s hard to go wrong with
distinctive armguards like classic
“Deluxe Bone Armguard” or the
unique hook-up system of the
“Bullguard Antler Armguard”. It
seems like we’re always looking for
something a little different so offering
a wide selection of armguards makes
perfect sense.
It’s time to try out the bow. Get
them close to the target. You want to
build their confidence. Set them up to
hit what they’re looking at. Get out
the t-square and install a nocking
point for them. (You won’t need a
nocking point if using the No-Gloves.)
Finally, give them arrows that match
the bow and their draw length and let
them shoot. Watch closely. You’re
watching for actual draw length,
shooting form, how comfortable the
bow weight is for them, etc. This is a
crucial time. How these first shots feel
for them will powerfully impact their
decision to buy. Ask a lot of questions,
give helpful suggestions, and encourage them. If they have fun shooting
from the get-go, they’ll associate fun
and enjoyment with shooting from
then on. We’ve found that both kids
and adults like popping balloons.
Keep a supply of balloons on hand
and put one or two on the target. It’s a
lot of fun popping balloons. It
encourages a feeling of, “I can do this”,
and that feeling of accomplishment
will sell bows. It also gives them a
smaller target to concentrate on reinforcing the old, “aim small miss small”
saying.
Matching arrows to the bow they
choose isn’t really difficult once you
have a feel for it. You’ll have to see
which kind of arrows they prefer,
wood, carbon, or aluminum. All three
fly well from longbows and recurves
as long as you match the arrow to the
bow and the shooter at their specific
draw length. Aluminum and carbon
have good charts available from the
manufacturers. They’re pretty good
and will get you close to where you
need to be. Final tweaking is up to
you, the expert.
Carbon arrows are a good choice,

if their budget can handle it. The new
generation carbons like the Beman
MFX and Easton Epic are excellent
choices. These first timers won’t have
to worry about straightening them,
they’re rugged, straight, and if properly matched, fly like darts from all traditional bows. Aluminum is a middle
of the road solution. Not as durable as
carbon, but straight and available in
sizes to match any bow-archer combination. Wood is still very popular with
longbow and recurve shooters. For
those just getting started and are
going to be shooting targets only,
wood is still fairly economical and
easy to use. You’ll need to go over
hand straightening with them, but
that’s a skill worth knowing. It’s the
old “teach a man to fish” lesson. Teach
them to straighten their own wood
arrows and they’ll have straight
arrows for life. Regardless of the shaft
material, make sure to match the
arrows to the bow. We’ve all heard it
before but it’s worth repeating. A lowend bow can shoot well-matched
arrows accurately, but the best bow in
the world can’t shoot un-matched
arrows well. Well-matched arrows are
crucial.
After deciding on their bow,
arrows, finger protection, and armguard, the only other piece of equipment they’ll need is a quiver. Back
quivers and hip or belt quivers are
very popular with recreational shooters and for bow hunters we find our
bow quivers are the most popular.
Back quivers are available in many
styles, but the beginner is normally
looking for an entrance level item so
we’d recommend a reasonably priced
model like the “TA”. It’s all leather,
offers a classic design, and retails for
less than $100.00. A tournament style
hip or belt quiver is popular too. One
like the T-103 from Neet Products is
very functional and very reasonably
priced. It’s a good choice for the
beginning archer.
Once you’ve got them shooting,
the rest is a natural progression. Walk
away for a while. Let them play.
They’ll advance in form quite rapidly.
Check back on them after about ten
minutes and if they ask for help, give
them some pointers on their form,
and let them try some more. Before

you know it, they’ll decide on a bow,
trust you to fix them up with the proper arrows, and all the appropriate
accessories. For most traditional
shooters, once they’re hooked they’re
hooked for life. The key to catching
them is having a good selection of
bows, arrows, and accessories to
choose from. Turning them from
shoppers to customers is all up to you
and your staff. Taking the time to
make the shopping experience pleasant, being there for follow up questions, tips, or gear recommendations
is a great start. Longbow and recurve
shooting is in the midst of a large
growth spurt. More and more people
are stopping into their local archery
pro shops saying, “Yeah Hi. I’m looking for a longbow or recurve, what do
you have?” We hope we know your
answer.
For more information contact:
3Rivers Archery, PO Box 517 Ashley IN
46705, call (260)587-9501, send email
to info@3RiversArchery.com, or check
us out on-line at 3riversarchery.com.
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